
MR-180

General Application
The MR160 mechanism is designed for the electrical motor operation of each of our range of

outdoor rotating post disconnect up to 500KV. It incorporates the provision of a secure manual

overide  to permit normal hand operation or, if needed, in the event of a failure of the electrical supply.

Technical features :
- This operator includes, a motor gear reducer, the electrical control equipment and heating system.

- The cabinet is made of 304 stainless steel, and painted with epoxy powder providing superior

   resistance to harsh weather conditions. The cabinet is fitted three doors, Front, and sides access

   is provided via a hinged door fitted with a closing padlockable handle.

-  Front door give access to the electrical control components.

-  Right side door give access to the adjustable auxiliary contacts up to 20.

-  Left side door give access to the synchronous drive belt.

- The active part of the operator is composed of a motor gear reducer, nut and screw type. The

  active part is designed to have the maximum torque available in the 2 extreme positions of the

  disconnect. The resistive torque is precisely the most important due to contact making and ice

  breaking phenomena.

- All the electrical components for opening and closing, push button, local/remote selector, thermal

  protection, knife switch and fuse, switch terminal blocs etc, are accessible throught the front panel.

Motor operated
 mechanism



Output rotation

- Rotation angle of 90° and180°

Operating time

-  5 sec
- 10sec
- 18sec
- 24sec

Temparature operating range

- 50° to +50° C with no lost of torque

Motor

- PMDC 3/4 hp

- 125Vcc

- 120V, 220Vac 50/60 hz

  ( other voltage available upon request )

Heating ( when required )

- Thermostat
- Anti-condensation 30 watts 120Vac
- Heating 130 watts 120Vac
  ( other voltage available upon request )

Electrical and mechanical characteristics
Auxiliary contacts

- Up to 20  adjustable

Locking

- As standard, provision for padlock on doors and
   manual / electric selector switch.

- In option, key interlocks.

Emergency crank handle

- Always included

Cable entry

- Removable plate at bottom of cabinet

- Dimensions 180mm X 180mm ( 7” X 7” )

Equipment in option

- Decoupling mechanism.

- Knife switch, under voltage relay, AC outlet, lighting,
   operation counter, circuit breaker, etc.
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